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Board Cover Memorandum
To Facilities Committee

From Preston Thomas, Chief Systems and Services Officer
Megan Allegretti, Director of Program Improvement

Meeting Date March 21, 2024

Subject Development of Living Schoolyards and Partnership with ELP and Kaboom!

Ask of the Board Understand the development of Living Schoolyards thus far, why and how we do
this work and include partners, and the benefits to our students, staff, community
and environment. Consider budget and capacity considerations for installation
and maintenance over time.

Background OUSD is redesigning and realizing next-generation schoolyards that provide
dynamic joyful play spaces for health, wellness, and academic success. We are
integrating critical issues we need to solve at our schools into how we design our
schoolyards moving forward: boosting mental and physical health, improving
children’s educational outcomes, creating opportunities for social and emotional
development, mitigating heat and pollution, and strengthening our community.
We are making incredible progress thus far, and need to have the following budget
and capacity considerations in mind: new capacity and training needed for
surfacing materials upkeep to maintain safety and play quality and living elements
such as trees require investments in irrigation, care, and maintenance; school
supervision programming support to effectively use new play areas; and
expanding new ground surfacing and shade to all schoolyards. In partnership with
Kaboom! Eat.Learn.Play has committed to supporting the playground
transformations at 25 schools.

Discussion In 2019, we passed the Living Schoolyards policy, and in November 2022, the
OUSD Living Schoolyards Guidelines were published. Both the policy and
guidelines drive our work today. Research on Living Schoolyards shows:

● Student academic progress

● Living schoolyard implementation contributes to significant academic

progress.

● Green renovations lead to better utilization of play areas.

● Previously sedentary during recess period are now active.
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● Green space leads to greater play equity & quality

○ Girls will play actively just as much as boys on green space.

○ Green play areas are more conducive to small group activities,

vigorous-intensity activity, and prosocial behavior.

○ Creative play in green space is frequently synonymous with

collaborative, non-competitive play.

● Antisocial interactions/bullying decreased by 40-50% after students were

given time to adjust to the novelty.

In our schools, we’re seeing significant positive results thus far including decrease
in disciplinary issues on schoolyards during recess, lunch and after-school
programming; increased participation in sports for girls and more diverse groups
of students; more diversity in activities/different types of activities on
schoolyards; staff retention; and we are seeing some enrollment trending up at
schools like Hoover and Lockwood, even though there are many variables that
influence family enrollment choices.

Additionally, we are combating urban heat islands in our schools by using different
ground materials to decrease heat and adding shade on play structures and with
trees.

Fiscal Impact No current fiscal impact for this Board item. Continued expansion of Living
Schoolyards programming will require additional funding and capacity.

Attachment(s) ● Presentation
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Building Living Schoolyards
OUSD’s Implementation and Partnership 

with ELP and Kaboom!

Preston Thomas, Chief Systems and Services Officer
Kenya Chatman, Executive Director of Facilities
Megan Allegretti, Director of Program Improvement
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Our Vision

All OUSD students will find joy in their 
academic experience while graduating 
with the skills to ensure they are 
caring, competent, fully-informed, 
critical thinkers who are prepared for 
college, career, and community 
success.

Our Mission

Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) 
will build a Full Service Community 
District focused on high academic 
achievement while serving the whole 
child, eliminating inequity, and 
providing each child with excellent 
teachers, every day.
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Transformation of Schoolyards 
OUSD is redesigning and realizing next generation schoolyards that 
provide dynamic joyful play spaces for health, wellness, and 
academic success. 
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Transformation of Schoolyards
We are integrating critical issues we need to solve at our schools 
into how we design our schoolyards moving forward:
● boosting mental and physical health, 
● improving children’s educational outcomes, 
● creating opportunities for social and emotional development 
● mitigating heat and pollution, 
● and strengthening our community.

https://www.childrenandnature.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/CNN_2016GSY_AcadOut_d7-3.pdf
https://www.childrenandnature.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/CNN_2016GSY_AcadOut_d7-3.pdf
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Transformation of OUSD Schoolyards

https://www.ousd.org/facilities-planning-management-department/power-of-play
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Why Transform Schoolyards?
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Living Schoolyards Policy & Guidelines

In 2019, we passed the Living Schoolyards policy and in November 2022, 
the OUSD Living Schoolyards Guidelines were published. Both the policy 
and guidelines drive our work today.

Living Schoolyard Goals

Create Outdoor Environments 
Optimized for 21st Century Education

Increase Access to Park Space

Increase Children’s Joy Strengthen Community Engagement

Improve Students’ Health and 
Wellness

Prioritize Equity

Create Vibrant Play and Social 
Environments

Strengthen OUSD’s Environmental 
Resilience
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State of Play Oakland by Project Play Aspen Institute

● Oakland youth are less physically active than the nation. Only 14% of 
youth in Oakland meet the 60 minutes of physical activity per day 
recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, below 
the national average of 23%. Oakland girls (9%) are less likely to be 
sufficiently physically active than boys (19%). Physical activity decreases as 
youth get older. 

● Access to quality parks is unevenly distributed. Residents in Oakland 
neighborhoods where people most identify as a person of color have 
access to 66% less park space per person than those in predominantly 
White neighborhoods. Although 89% of Oakland residents live within a 
10-minute walk of a park, the amenities and investments are much lower 
than comparable U.S. cities. 

https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/2022_Aspen_StateOfPlay_Oakland_final-digital.pdf
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Research on Schoolyards Impact on Students

Raney, Hendry, Yee, Am J Prev Med, 2019; Raney, Bowers, Rissberger, J Phys Act Health, 2021

Living Schoolyard Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional Investigations (K-6)
● Living schoolyard implementation contributes to significant academic progress.
● Green renovations lead to better utilization of play areas.
● Previously sedentary during recess period are now active.
● Green space leads to greater play equity & quality 

○ Girls will play actively just as much as boys on green space.
○ Green play areas are more conducive to small group activities, vigorous intensity 

activity, and prosocial behavior.
○ Creative play in green space is frequently synonymous with collaborative, 

non-competitive play.
● Antisocial interactions/bullying decreased by 40-50% after students were given time to adjust 

to the novelty.
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OUSD Schoolyards Impact on Students
“The new play structure, multi-sport court, outdoor exploration areas and striping of games like 

hopscotch and a soccer pitch give students lots to do during recess and something to look 

forward to each day. Because there are so many different opportunities for play, students 

always have a beautiful and engaging space to be in. Being outdoors and playing has helped 

their physical and social emotional well-being. Students have developed their social skills 

tremendously. We are especially surprised and delighted by the positive impact the spinners 

have had on students. The spinners offer students a tangible and non-disruptive outlet to 

address sensory needs- especially our students whose IEPs call for extra sensory outlets. All 

of this has translated into more grounded student behavior, allowing students to be better 

engaged in academic tasks in class and to have positive interactions with peers and adults. 

School staff are now spending less time mediating conflicts between students and more time 

helping them develop social, emotional and academic skills.”

-- Hoover Principal, Lissette Averhoff
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OUSD Schoolyards Impact
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How to Transform Schoolyards
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Program Improvements 
Joyful Schools Facilities Rubric & Assessment 
● Developed to rate each school on a scale by schoolyard element
● Allows for real-time comparison and ranking of schoolyard needs

Living Schoolyard Operations Team
● Building internal capacity to execute and maintain schoolyards
● Continuous learning through site visits, reviewing studies, etc

Living Schoolyard Project Plan
● Creating a central space for managing projects across sites and 

partnerships to identify challenges and opportunities
● Ongoing learning and record of how work is done to create 

multi-year plan
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Example Joyful Schools Assessment Results



Key Features
Nature Exploration Area, 

Gardens & Trees

Multisport CourtPlay Structure

Murals

Ground Games
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Partnerships & Grants
● Eat.Learn.Play. & KABOOM! committed to 25 

schoolyards from 2023-2026 (doesn’t 
include 4 completed before 2023)

● Trust for Public Land is in the process of 
completing the fourth living schoolyard 
renovation in Oakland 

● CalFire grant received for 2 implementation 
sites and 14 planning sites ($8 million)
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Community Engagement Process
1. Site leader feedback about schoolyard elements and zones
2. Operations design team redesigns elements on schoolyard, reviewed by site 

leaders and district education specs
3. Community and students have design days to design their dream play structures
4. School community votes on final play structure design
5. School community designs rest of schoolyard elements through planning calls and 

additional engagement sessions (mural design, tree ideas, etc)
6. ~210 volunteers build the new schoolyard over three days
7. School community ribbon-cutting to celebrate new schoolyard
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Results
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Lockwood STEAM Before
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Lockwood STEAM During
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Lockwood STEAM After
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Impact thus Far

● Decrease in disciplinary issues on schoolyards during recess, lunch 
and after school programming.

● Increased participation in sports for girls and more diverse group of 
students

● More diversity in activities/different types of activities on 
schoolyards

● Staff retention
● We are seeing some enrollment trending up at schools like Hoover 

and Lockwood however there are many variables that influence 
family enrollment choices.
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Braiding Funding Sources

ESSER/OUSD

PPA/OUSD

ESSER/OUSD

B&G/OUSD

ELOP/OUSD

ELP/Kaboom!

ELP

ELP

ELP/Local Artist

OUSD

ELOP/OUSD

B&G/OUSD

B&G/OUSD

ELP/Kaboom!

ELP/Kaboom!
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Addressing Climate Change
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Research on Urban Heat Islands in Schools

● Children suffer the greatest 
consequences

● Heat and Pollution
○ ↑ heart rate & blood pressure
○ ↑ bronchoconstriction/asthma
○ Dehydration and overheating
○ ↓ exercise capacity
○ ↓ ability to concentrate/learn

● Possible Solutions
○ Paint/alternative materials on 

asphalt, trees, vegetation and 
pervious surfacing
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Heat Mitigation Strategies Utilized in Our Work

Different ground materials to decrease heat
● Remove asphalt where not needed and add 

pervious surfaces (engineered wood fiber, 
corkeen, park tread, decomposed granite, etc.)

● Sportcourt tiles and ground art decrease heat of 
remaining asphalt

Adding shade
● Every new play structure includes as many 

shade canopies as possible
● Trees are strategically placed and sourced to 

provide immediate and ever-expanding shade 
across the schoolyard 

Trees & Asphalt Removal 
Laurel Elementary

Shade structures with every new play structure  
Global Family Elementary
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Laurel Elementary Playground

141.3° F

All natural materials

Benches around 
trees for 

immediate 
shade

Dirt, EWF and DG pathway ~20 
< than asphalt

22 new tall 
trees planted

Stumps and logs 
provide seating 
and balancing
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Asphalt Removal

Whenever possible and 
particularly when asphalt 
is already in bad 
condition, we can replace 
it with pervious surfacing 
to mitigate heat and bring 
nature and safer surfacing 
into our schoolyards.

Manzanita Lower Yard
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Budget and Capacity Considerations

● New capacity and training needed for: 
○ surfacing materials upkeep to maintain safety and play quality
○ living elements such as trees requires investments in irrigation, 

care, and maintenance

● School supervision programming support to effectively use new 
play areas

● Expanding new ground surfacing and shade to all schoolyards
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Community Schools, Thriving Students
www.ousd.org @OUSDnews

1000 Broadway, Suite 300, Oakland, CA 94607
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